Abstract. Previous numerical studies on the ground state structure of Bose-Fermi mixtures mostly relied on Thomas-Fermi (TF) approximation for the Fermi gas. In this paper, we establish the existence and uniqueness of ground state solutions of Bose-Fermi mixtures at zero temperature for both a coupled Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations model and a model with TF approximation for fermions. To prove the uniqueness, the key is to estimate the L ∞ bounds of the ground state solution. By implementing an efficient method-gradient flow with discrete normalization with backward Euler finite difference discretization-to compute the coupled GP equations, we report extensive numerical results in one and two dimensions. The numerical experiments show that we can also extract many interesting phenomena without reference to TF approximation for the fermions. Finally, we numerically compare the ground state solutions for the coupled GP equations model and the model with TF approximation for fermions as well as for the model with TF approximations for both bosons and fermions.
successful in describing the bosonic condensates. In this mean-field model at extremely low temperatures, for Bose-Fermi mixtures with degenerate nonsuperfluid Fermi gas, the dynamics are governed by coupled Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations [1, 2, 10, 11, 33] , [3] . Here, we focus on the degenerate nonsuperfluid Fermi gas case (1.2) , and the results can be generalized to the superfluid Fermi gas.
The wavefunctions are normalized according to the number of bosons N B and the number of fermions N F , respectively, i.e., In experiments and theoretical studies, the confining potentials are usually strongly anisotropic, resulting in a disk-shaped condensate, i.e., γ z γ x , γ y , or a cigar-shaped condensate, i.e., γ z , γ y γ x . In such cases, the three-dimensional coupled GP equations (1.1)-(1.2) can be reduced to equations in two dimensions [31] and one dimension [17] , respectively, which have forms similar to (1.1)-(1.2) [8] .
In this paper, after proper nondimensionalization, we consider the dimensionless form of coupled GP equations in d dimensions (d = 1, 2, 3) for rescaled wavefunctions ψ B := ψ B (x, t) and ψ F := ψ F (x, t) as and the dimensionless energy per particle (the total particle number N = N B + N F ) 
E(ψ B
where the nonconvex set S d is defined as (1.10)
It is easy to see that the ground state (φ 
and the eigenvalues (chemical potential) μ B and μ F are given by
Using the mean-field approximation, the earliest numerical treatment of the ground state of Bose-Fermi mixtures was done by Molmer [22] , where the wavefunctions Downloaded 04/08/13 to 128. 8.80.194 . Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php for both bosons and fermions are treated with Thomas-Fermi (TF) approximations. Later Nygaard and Molmer extended their numerical studies on the component separation of Bose-Fermi mixtures [24] , where the wavefunction for bosons is governed by a GP equation, while the wavefunction for fermions is still approximated with TF approximations. Based on the mean-field model with fermions approximated by TF approximations, many aspects of the ground state structure of Bose-Fermi mixtures have been intensively studied, including its stability [20, 24, 28] , its collapse [9, 21, 26] , its separation [19] , its collective excitations [10, 18] , and its vortex states [35] . 
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In this paper, we will study the ground state of Bose-Fermi mixtures analytically and numerically, using the coupled GP model (1.8) and the partial approximation model (1.16). To our knowledge, applying TF approximation for the fermions is the most frequently used approach in previous numerical studies on ground state structure of Bose-Fermi mixtures, and there is no rigorous mathematical analysis on the ground state with (1.8) and (1.16) . The use of the coupled GP equations allows one to investigate a system where the TF approximation is not applicable. In addition, without reference to the TF approximation for the fermions, we here show that we can also extract many interesting phenomena similar to those obtained through TF approximation for the fermions. Downloaded 04/08/13 to 128. 8.80.194 . Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the existence, nonexistence, and uniqueness of the ground state solutions for both models (1.8) and (1.16) . In section 3, we introduce the numerical methods for computing the ground state-discretizing normalized gradient flows with backward Euler finite difference schemes. In section 4, we present numerical results on the ground state solution of Bose-Fermi mixtures in one and two dimensions. In section 5, some conclusions are drawn.
Ground state.
In this section, we will investigate the existence and uniqueness of the ground states for the Bose-Fermi mixture, using definitions (A) (1.9) and (B) (1.14), respectively. We will first consider the coupled GP equations description, i.e., problem (A) (1.9). Let us define the best Sobolev constant C a , C b to be (2.1)
.
It is well known that C a , C b can be attained at some radially symmetric smooth function.
In practice, we can split the energy (1.8) into the kinetic energy E kin , the potential energy E pot , the interaction energy E int , and the internal-interaction-betweenfermions energy E 
Results for problem (A) (1.9).
We have the following results on the existence of the ground states for the minimization problem (A) (1.9).
Theorem 2.1 (existence and nonexistence). 
; then by the standard Sobolev embedding, we know that
We have the following results.
is compact, where p satisfies (2.4). Proof. First, it suffices to prove the case p = 2, and the case of other p satisfying (2.4) can be then proved by interpolation. For p = 2, we only need to prove that any weakly convergent sequence in X V has a strong convergent subsequence in
convergence of the sequence, we only need to prove that
This can be deduced by the confining condition of V (x) [5, 16] , and then the strong convergence in L 2 (R d ) holds true. The conclusion then follows.
where the equality holds iff f = e iθ |f | for some θ ∈ R, a direct application implies the conclusion.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We separate the proof into the existence and nonexistence parts.
(1) Existence. Form Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we only need to prove that the energy E is bounded below in the S d in the corresponding cases. In case (i), it is obvious that E(φ B , φ F ) ≥ 0 by noticing the definitions of the best constants C a . In case (ii), the Sobolev inequality implies 
Then it is easy to see that E is bounded below in this case. In case (iii), using the Sobolev inequality and the Cauchy inequality, we have for any f ∈ H 1 (R) and any
Hence, it is straightforward to see that E is bounded below in case (iii). In summary, for all cases (i), (ii), and (iii), we can take a sequence (φ
respectively, where
Thus, there exists a weakly convergent subsequence (denoted as the original sequence for simplicity) such that 
−|x|
2 /2 , and φ F (x) (x ∈ R 3 ) be the smooth, radial symmetric (decreasing) function such that the best constant C a holds in (2.1). Denoting 
This can be seen from the constructions below. For ε > 0, define (2.14) 
) with sufficiently small ε and δ, we can draw conclusion (2.13). Based on the above discussion, for β 12 
+ , which shows that there exists no ground state in this case. The case for d = 3 is complete.
Second, we consider the case d = 2. Let φ b (x) (x ∈ R 2 ) be the smooth, radial symmetric (decreasing) function such that the best constant C b holds in (2.1). If
, and we have
where C 8 < 0. Then in both cases, as ε → 0 + , E → −∞, and this shows that there exists no ground state. The proof is complete.
From Theorem 2.1, we know that the ground state can always be chosen as the positive one. Now, we want to study the uniqueness of the positive ground state for the case β 11 , β 12 , β 22 ≥ 0. Generally, the uniqueness of the minimizer for problem (A) (1.9) is unknown unless it is a convex problem. But one can transform problem (A) into convex minimization form [16] for the density in the single bosonic condensate case. In a two-component bosonic condensates case [5] , the same technique still applies and the convexity depends on the coefficients β jk (j, k = 1, 2), where the interaction energy is a quadratic form for the densities of the two components. However, for the current Bose-Fermi mixture case, the total interaction energy is not a quadratic form on the densities 
, and
We can derive some a priori bound for ρ 
and so (2.25) 
Proof. The proof follows the analogous proof for the single Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) case [16] . Equation (2.28) also holds true for the excited state solutions of Bose-Fermi mixtures at extremely low temperature, i.e., the solutions of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (1.11)-(1.12) with (1.13). 1.14) . Here, we present the results concerning the minimization problem (B) (1.14), i.e., the minimizers of E 1 (1.14).
Results for problem (B) (
Theorem 2.6. 
Proof. Existence. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Given conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), one can easily show that E 1 (φ B , φ F ) is bounded below in S 
It is not difficult to see that such nonnegative φ n F is uniquely determined by the TF equation (convex minimization) [14] 
Making use of the weak convergence and strong convergence as above, one can easily deduce that (2.31) 
which is easily justified by noticing the fact
, where ρ is a smooth radial function such that ρ(r) = 0 for |r| ≥ 1/2 and ρ(r) = 1 for |r| ≤ 1/4. Thus, by choosing φ F sufficiently close to a Dirac distribution (as in the proof of Theorem 2.1), we could find (φ B , φ F ) ∈ S 1 2 such that (2.33)
By letting φ
and (2.34)
where C 1 < 0. This leads to the nonexistence of the ground state for problem (B) in this case if sending ε → 0 + . Very similarly to Theorem 2.4, we can obtain the uniqueness of the positive ground state for problem (B).
Theorem 2.7. For β 11 , β 12 , β 22 3. Numerical method for computing the ground state. In this section, we propose an efficient numerical method-gradient flow with discrete normalization (GFDN)-to compute the ground state for coupled GP equation (1.4)-(1.5), i.e., the minimizer of problem (A) (1.9). The GFDN method can be directly extended to find the minimizer of problem (B) (1.14), and we will omit the details.
To compute the ground state of (1.4)-(1.5), we truncate the problem in a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R d due to the confining potentials, and we evolve the following gradient flow with discrete normalization to reach a steady state [4, 5, 7, 34] :
with zero boundary conditions and initial conditions as
Here we denote that φ k (x, t , F ) . This GFDN method, also knows as the imaginary time method in the physics community, is widely used in the study of the BEC [7] .
In practical calculation, we discretize GFDN (3.1)-(3.3) with the central finite difference method in space and the backward-Euler method in time. For simplicity of notation, we will only show the discretization for the case of one space dimension. Generalizations to higher dimensions are straightforward for tensor product grids and the properties remain valid without modifications.
Choose 
. , M). Denote
From t = t n to t = t n+1 , the detailed numerical algorithm for equations (3.1)-(3.3) is as follows [4, 7, 23] : is similarly defined. The discretized system (3.5)-(3.6) can be solved very efficiently by the Thomas algorithm. In higher dimensions (such as two or three dimensions), the associated discretized system can be solved with iterative methods, for example, the Jacobian iterative method or the Gauss-Seidel iterative method [6, 34] .
As stated in the beginning of this section, the above method can be easily extended to find the ground state of model (1.16) , where TF approximation is applied to the fermions. In computation, people sometimes use TF approximations for both bosons and fermions, which results in the following energy by neglecting the total kinetic energy part (2.2) in (1.8):
Then finding the ground state of this TF model involves minimizing the energy E 2 (φ B , φ F ) under the constraints (1.13):
where S 2 d is defined as (3.10)
Similarly to problems (A) and (B), it is not difficult to find the Euler-Lagrange equation for the ground state of (3.8), which reduces to an algebraic system. This system is difficult to solve, and most studies with the model (C) are based on numerics. Our GFDN method (3.5) can be easily extended to solve problem (C). The TF approximation (C) is limited to the nonnegative parameters β 11 , β 12 , β 22 . When one of the parameters β 11 , β 12 , and β 22 becomes negative, it is easy to show
which means there is no ground state. However, the ground state may exist in coupled GP model (A) (1.9) (Theorem 2.1). In the next section, we will focus on the numerical study on model (A) (1.9) for the ground states of Bose-Fermi mixtures.
Throughout our computations, the threshold of approaching steady state solutions for the algorithm (3.5) is set as 
Numerical results.
Most previous numerical investigations on the ground state structure of Bose-Fermi mixtures relied on TF approximation for the Fermi gas, and there have been some numerical studies based on coupled GP equations for both bosons and fermions in one [29] , two [2] , and three dimensions [23] . Here we present numerical results based on efficient computation of coupled GP equations and compare the results with those obtained by TF approximations.
In what follows, we first apply the method (3.7) to investigate the ground state structure of Bose-Fermi mixtures in one and two dimensions, respectively, with the coupled GP equations (1.4)-(1.5). In the last subsection, we will compare the ground states computed from different models (A), (B), and (C).
In all of the numerical computation, the following set of parameters are considered: 2 and V F (x) = λV B (x) with λ = 0.8573; in two dimensions, we assume V B (x, y) = 0.5(x 2 + y 2 ) and V F (x, y) = λV B (x, y) with λ = 0.8573. We denote the ratio as ν = a BF /a BB . In most of our computation, we change the ratio ν and look into how the ground state solutions change accordingly. 
4.3.
Comparison between different models. Finally, we compare the ground state solutions for all three different models, approximation A, approximation B, and approximation C, which are the minimizers of the minimization problems (A)(1.9), (B) (1.14), and (C) (3.9), respectively.
In the first computation, we compare approximation A with approximation C. We consider In the second computation, we compare approximation A with approximation B. We consider N B = 100, N F = N , β 11 = 6.3209, β 12 N ≤ 10 4 ), the numerical ground state solutions obtained from these two approximations are quite similar.
Conclusions.
We have rigorously proved the existence and uniqueness of the ground state solutions of Bose-Fermi mixtures, where the Fermi gas is nonsuperfluid degenerate. We have also presented an efficient method-gradient flow with discrete normalization-for computing the ground state structure of Bose-Fermi mixtures at zero temperature. We applied the method to computing the ground state solutions and found various kinds of ground state structure for the Bose-Fermi mixture. Our extensive numerical studies both in one and two dimensions showed that we can extract many similar interesting phenomena such that the Fermi gas may constitute a "shell" around or a "core" inside the Bose condensate in some regimes; the BoseFermi mixture may experience collapse if the scattering length a BF is negative and small enough; the large enough ratio ν(=a BF /a BB ) may bring in either a complete separation or a demixing process of the Bose-Fermi mixture.
